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AI-based Decision Systems
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AI can be BIASED!



Fairness Perceptions of AI-based Decision Systems
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What factors affect the fairness perceptions of decision subjects (i.e., people who 
are subject to the AI system's decisions), and how? 

Decision subjects can often repeatedly interact with an AI-based decision system!

AI

Lend $?
The system is 

not biased 
against any 

specific group! 

Decision Subject 1

AI

Lend $?

Great! The 
system’s 

decisions are 
also in my favor! 

Decision Subject 2
[Wang et al. 2020]



Our Research Questions
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• RQ1: How are decision subjects’ fairness perceptions and their retention in the AI 
system affected by the AI system’s fairness level across groups, and its tendency to 
favor the subject’s own group?

• RQ2: What role does a decision subject’s qualification level play in influencing her 
fairness perceptions and retention in the AI system?

• RQ3: What role does a decision subject’s sensitivity level to fairness play in 
influencing her fairness perceptions and retention in the AI system?

When decision subjects interact with the AI-based decision systems repeatedly...
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Study 1
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Two treatments by varying properties of the bank’s AI model:

In the unfair model treatment, the 
bank’s AI model is unfair as it is in 
favor of applicants from the red 
group thus uses different decision 
matrix for each group! 

In the fair model treatment, the 
bank’s AI model treats applicants 
from different groups equally and
uses same decision matrix!

Same 
Approve and 
Deny chance 
respectively!

Higher 
for Red!

Lower 
for Red!



Experimental Procedure
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Assign an 
Applicant 

Profile
Instructions Quiz

Incorrectly 
Answer

809 Subjects Participated!

Fair AI

Unfair AI
Exit-Survey

Fairness 
Perception

Fairness 
Sensitivity

Risk 
Attitude

Correctly 
Answer



What are the Results?
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RQ1: The impacts of the AI system’s decision outcomes



What are the Results?
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RQ2: The role of decision subjects’ qualification levels



What are the Results?
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RQ3: The role of decision subjects’ sensitivity to fairness



Study 2
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Fairness perceptions and retention are mainly influenced by the system’s tendency 
to favor the subject’s own group. 

• RQ4: Are the changes in subjects’ fairness perceptions and retention when the 
system favors or disfavors their own group caused by the subjects’ own prospects of 
receiving the favorable decision, or the relative advantage or disadvantage they have 
towards the other group?

Unbiased Red Advantaged Red Disadvantaged



What are the Results?
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Subjects’ retention in the AI system is mainly driven by subjects’ own prospects 
of receiving the favorable decision.

Subjects in both the red advantaged treatment and the red disadvantaged 
treatment increased their perceived fairness!

Fairness perceptions may be affected by many factors including...
• One's own prospects of receiving the favorable decision

• One's relative advantage against others

• The AI system's overall likelihood of granting favorable decisions



Summary
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• Decision subjects’ fairness perceptions and retention in repeated interactions 
with AI-based decision systems is significantly affected by whether the AI 
system tends to favor them.

• Different characteristics of the decision subjects might have their own 
influences on the fairness perception and the retention.

• Decision subjects’ fairness perceptions of an AI system may be influenced by 
the system’s treatment on themselves and on others in a complex way, 
meanwhile their retention in the system seems to be mostly driven by their 
own prospects of receiving the favorable decision from the system. 



Thank You!


